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INTRODUCTION: Hungarian classical dancer Juliu Horvath created 

Gyrotonic Expansion System® (Gyrokinesis and Gyrotonic). After 

having an injury that caused him to stop dancing his recovery led him 

to yoga practice and to create “Yoga for dancers”. This method 

developed into Gyrokinesis (floor exercises with mat and wooden 

stool). After much introspection and study, Juliu modified and 

deepened his method creating specific equipment for Gyrotonic 

method. He began teaching his method in New York in the 70s and 

today both methods are practiced worldwide, which headquarter 

premises are based in Miami and Germany. Horvath designed the 

equipment to enhance the natural movement of the body. These 

wooden and curved frames adapt to each individual adjusting its 

function to their physical condition and resistence. There are five 

different Gyrotonic equipment, the main one is the “Pulley Tower 

Combination”, the others are “Jumping Stretching Board”, the 

“Gyrotoner”, the “Leg Extension Unit” and the “Archway”. 

AIM: To understand Gyrotonic Expansion System® method and its benefits during prengancy and postnatal period. 

METHODOLOGY: Literature review. Search performed over 

databases in English: PubMed, Cochrane Library, GVRL and 

Google School and Spanish ones: ENFISPO, MEDES, CUIDEN I 

CUIDATGE. Keywords: «gyrotonic», «gyrokinesis», «pregnancy», 

«postpartum», «embarazo», «posparto», «physical exercise», 

«ejercicio físico» and «yoga». Inclusion criteria: articles published 

from 2006 to 2016. 

RESULTS: Due to the novelty of this topic no 

articles have been found on Gyrotonic nor 

Gyrokinesis during pregnancy and postpartum. 13 

articles have been critically reviewed (2 gyrotonic 

and gyrokinesis, 1 gyrotonic, 2 gyrokinesis, 3 

pregnancy and yoga and 5 pregnancy and 

exercise), 6 literature review (2 yoga and 

pregnancy and 4 pregnancy and exercise) and 1 

document (digital communication in CUIDEN 

about yoga and pregnancy).  

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS TO PRACTICE: Having described the benefits of practicing Gyrotonic 

Expansion System® we can conclude that this method is a good option for women's health both antenatally and 

postnatally. 

If we consider women's needs and think as midwives the Gyrotonic Expansion System® method is justified as an 

appropriate tool for pre or postpartum periods. This method is recognized by health and sports professionals as one of 

the best personal training ways (covered by national health system in Germany and Finland). 

 

Due to the lack of scientific data available at present further study should be performed. 

Source: http://www.estudibonavista.com/pre-and-postnatal.html 
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The main benefits of practicing  

Gyrotonic Expansion System® are: 


